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SUMMARY
For eachof twoin?.d-boundarv-huierthicknesses,performance
and bownda~-luyer Characti-tics- have been dGirwd for
a 12°)10-inch-inletdiumeter di~user, a 19°,fi14&hdet-
diameter di~mwr, and a %9°,i?l-inch-in.!et-dianwterdi$user.
The inve8tiga#im covered an i& iMach number range from
about 0.10 to choking. The wrre8pondiw inlei Reyrwili%
number, bawd on inlet dimwt.er, variedfrom about 0.6 X 1P
to 7.6x 1P.
Although smaU regions of 8epam.ted flow .sxin%din the
l,$?Od@.wr8, the flowwasrelatively8teady. In the93° di.user,
the flowwm badly separatd and very uwteady. The addition
of a uniformly rqh layer of cork particles to the uw?.ikof the
%9° di$u.wr elimiti the uwteadi7w8s but did not improve
tie premure recovergI. Totai?-pre+wuxelo88esincrmed and the
static-pre8surerecovery dwreaaed with increasing inJet-bound-
ar@uyer thickmxs for aU three d@aer8. Iiwreting flow
rate (incremi~ Mach and Reynolds number) produced an ad-
ver8ee$ect on performance which was very 81ightfor the thinner
inlet bowndaqt .?ayer8in the 1$2°di@er8,’ but which became
more severe with increwing im?.et-boundary-luyerIh$3kw8s or
increa8ed di$user angle.
INTRODUCTION
The performance of propulsion units which handle large
quantities of air is strongly affeckd by the losses incurred in
the associated duct systems. One of the most important
components of these duct systems is the diiluser in which the
performance depends upon the rate of geometric expansion,
inlet Mach number and Reynolds number, mdinlet-boundary-
ltiyer conditions. Although much diffuser rwmrch has
been done, most of the data available (refs. 1 to 4) are at
Mach numbers and Reynolds numbem too low to be of
direct practical value in the design of aircraftiuct systems,
are for improbable or often u.ulmown inlekboundsry-layer
conditions, and are taken horn configurations with diffuser
rmgles much nearer the optimum than can usually be ob-
tained in practica.
The purpose of this report is to present perfommnce and
boundary-layer data for 12° and 23° conioal diffusers of area
OF
ratio 2.0 under conditions representative of those encoun-
tered in flight. Data were ob-tiined for two inlet-boundary-
layer thiclmes-ses in each diffuser. The 12° diffuser repn+
sents a borderline con.figuration between high- and low-
performrmce di.flusers and the 23° diffuser is typical of those
often dictated by aircraft space limitations. Mach numbers
are varied horn about 0.10 to the Mach number at which the
flow in the Wfwe.r inlet choked, and Reynolds numbers
raage horn about 0.5 tc 7.5 X 106, based on inlet diameter.
These data were originally obtained in three separata in-
vestigations in which the methods of presentation varied
slightly. The data have been combined herein and some of
the original nomenclature and reference points have been
changed in the interest of clarity and uniformi@.
SYMBOLS ,
P static pre9sure
H total prewure
T radiii distance from center line
rd duct radius
D diameter
% impact pressure (H—p)
difference in mean total pressure at two survey
stations
Ap static-pressure rise through the difhser
x distanc8 along longitudinal axis horn reference
station
v perpendicular distance from difluser wall
u locil velocity within boundmy layer
u local velocity at edge of boundary layer
6 boundmy-layer thicknew mt5=0.95
& boundary-layer displacement thickness for
two-dimensional incompressible flow,
f(%)d” - ‘
9 boundary-layer momentum thickness for
two-dimensional incompressible flow,
f’wad’ - -
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& distance from surface beyond which the contri-
bution to the integral of 6* and 0 is negligible
8*J3 boundary-layer shape parametw for two-
dimensiomd incompressible flow
m mass flow
Am difference in measured mass flows at inlet and
exit of diffuser
P density
coefficient of viscosity
& Mach number
R Reynolds number
DMuser performance parametm:
~fic, loss coefficient
Ap/Ap~dWl difMer effectiv”enass
Subscripts:
o plenum-chamber stagnation conditions
i dHuser-inlet station
e difluser-exit station
Zwlx maximum
ideal ideal condition
Bar over a symbol indicates a mean value.
APPARATUS
Line drawings of the diiluse~ used in this investigation
are shown in fia~re 1: Two 12° diffusers were used-one
with a 10-inclI inlet diameter and the other with a 21-inch
inlet diameter. A 23° dWuser with an inlet diameter of 21
inches was also used with the same inlet bell and approach
ducting as the 12°, 21-inch diffuser. The ratio of exit area
to inlet mea for all three diffusem was 2.0. Inlet pipe
lengths of 1 inlet diameter and 7 inlet diametem for the
120,] O-inch difTuser produced inlet boundary layers such that
the ratios of inlet displacement thickness to inlet diameter
&f
a
were equal to 0.0039 and 0.0122; and inlet pipe lengths
of z inlet diameter and 4% inlet diametem for the 2 l-inch
diitusers produced inlet boundary layers with ~=0.0017 and
0.0095, respectively. The diffusers were connected to con-
stant-area tailpipes about 2 diameters in len@h. The in-
terior surfaces were made aerodynamically smooth.
The arrangement of static-pressure oritkes was similar for
all three diffusers. Six equally spaced stati~pressure ori6ces
were installed around the periphery at the inlet and exit and
a row of orifices was placed along a generati of each diiluser.
Similar static-pressure oriiices lined the transition section
joining the inlet length to the dif?user. All static-pressure
orifices were comected to multitube manometers and pres-
sures were recorded photographically. Total pressure and
total temperature were medsured in the plenum chamber
upstream of the inlet bell.
The surveys from which mass flow ~d total-pressure 10S
were determined were made across the stxem at the &fFuser
inlet and exit by electrically driven pitot-static tubes and by
tied rakes. Drawings of typical instm.uqentation are shown
in figure 2. Similar instrumentation was used to make total-
pressure surveys across the boundary layer at a number of
other stations along the diiluser. The locations of all measur-
ing stations are given in table I.
Diffuser inlet-.. Diffuser Toilpipe
(reference station); exit exit
--t-42: 84.8—t
21 I2° 29.7
! I I
I Wsl-bldl WI+
I ‘]”-” I-+=*I
I I I I
$
a) 12° conical diffuser; inlet diameter, 10 inohcs.
) 12° conical diffuser; inlet diameter, 21 inohes.
(c) 23° corded diffuser; inlet diameter, 21 inohes
FIGURE I.—Arrangement of diffusersin duet systom~.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND ANALYSIS
Correlating parameter,-’l%e requirement that the inlet
duct and difFuser be free of all obstructions upstream of any
station at which transverse pressure surveys were in progress
made it impossible to survey at two stations sinmhneously.
In order to compare and combine measurements from dif-
ferent tests, the inlet-static-pressure ratio pJHo was used as
a correlating parameter for the computation of tlm per-
formance coefficients.
Inlet flow measurements. —Pressure surveys (from which
the mass flow and mean total pressure were calculated) wwo
made at the inlets (measuring position given in table I) of
the three diffusem. Total pressure is presented only insofar
as it is used in computing the change in total pressure through
the difluser. The mass-flow measurements -were used to
compute mean inlet Mach numbers and Reynolds numbem,
which are plotted as functions of the correlating stotic-
pressure ratios in figure 3. The mean inlet Reynolds number
was obtained by using the mean value of flow density, tho
inlet diameter of the diffuser, and the viscosity based on
stream static temperature; that is,
p/uiDi
R,=T
Since the mean inlet mass flow decreased with increasi&
boundary-layer displacement thiclmess, separate curves of
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Totol-pmssu
tube
iffuser Well
.043’ ,
(n) Boundary-layer rake.
(b) Boundary-1ayerand mass-flowsurvey tube.
(o) Mass-flowsurvey tube.
l?mmm 2,—Typical instrumentation.
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i@, were obtained for the two boundary-layer conditions.
The points of the Reynolds number curves varied so slightly
with inlet boundary layer that only one curve, representing
~ mean fairing, is shown for each inlet diameter.
Although the inlet pressure ratios were adequate for cor-
relation of various data for a given configuration, the man
inlet lMach number is a more satkfactory parameter for
mrrelating data among the diiferent configurations. There-
fore, all performance data are plotted against mean inlet
Nfach number.
Boundary-layer parameters.—The ratio of local velocity
in the boundary layer to the velocity at the edge of the bound-
wy layer was obtained from the incompressible-flow
relationship:
d
~
6= (H–p)=
The boundary-layer parameters (thickness 3, displacement
thiclmess 3*, momentum thickness 8, and shape factor ti*/19)
were rdso obtained horn the equations fQr incompressible
flow with the added assumption that the boundary layer was
two-dimensional. Since most of the data presented is in the
range where local Mach numbers are less than 0.70 and since
the incompressible equations have generally been used in
the literature, this method of presentation was considered
to be satisfactory. The error in 6*I8 introduced by using
the incompressible-flow relations is less than 5 percent wr-
cept for the few cases where the local Mach number is greater
than 0.70.
In some -w, the boundary-layer measurements were not
extended to the point where $=1.0 because of survey-
instrument limitations. For these cases the curves can be
extrapolated without significant alteration of the results.
At the highwt flow rates in the 12° diffusers, total-pressure
measurements indicated pressure deficiencies near the dif-
fuser center line such as might be expected downstream of a
r.~on of supemonic flow. In these cases , ~was computed by
use of the maximum measured value as U. In the graphical
integration used to obtain 8* and 0, velocity in the reversed-
flow portion of the separated-flow proille was taken as zero.
This procedure was considered adequate for purposes of
determining trends in boundary-layer growth; however, the
real signiik+mce of 6* and o in these cases is questionable and,
consequently, no attempt was made to measure accurately
reverse-flow velocities.
Performance parameters.-’hvo parameters, ~ and
Ap
—~ are used to present the perfommnce data. The co-
Aptimz
AH
efficient ~ (referred to as the loss coefficient herein) is the
%, ,
ratio of total-pressure loss through the diffuser to the mean
inlet impact premnre. This parameter is convenient for use
in evaluating the total loss in a duchsystem component and
is commonly used in the literature. It has the advantage
of tending to remain constant with change9 in flow rate as
long as the basic flow pattern in a configuration does not
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FIGURE 3.—Variatfon of mean inlet Maoh and Reynolds numberswith inlet+htic-presure ratio.
change. The total-pressure 10SS is obtained from mass
weigh ted averages of total pressure as follows:
J
‘d
J
‘d
w (HO—H.)r dr pu (HO—H,)T dr
Ag= 0 ,d
o .
J J
‘d
pur6% PUTdr
o 0
where the values of p,u, Hi, H., and T axe obtained for a large
number of points in surveys at the inlets and exits of the
diifusers and ij., is obtained from the formula
~ei=Ho— (Ho—Ht) ‘pi
The value p, is the inlet-wall static pressure for the 12° dif-
fusers and the arithmetic mean of surveyed static pressures
across the inlet station for the 23° diffuser.
. The loss coefficient does not give any indication of the
effectiveness of the difluser in accomplishing the static-
pressure rise and the cm-responding velocity decrease for
which the diifuser was intended. The parameter Ap/Apf@l
is used to measure that effect and is designated as diffuser
effectiveness. The quantity Ap is the actual static-pressure
rise from inlet to exit stations. This value is based on wall
static pressures for the two 12° diffnsera and on stream
surveys for the 23° diffuser. The ideal pressure rise through
the ditlusor, Ap~~mZ,was computed by use of ondimensionnl
isentropic relationships between static pressure and mass
flow, the equation of continuity, and the assumption that
the effective flow expansion is the same as the geometric
expansion; that is, no boundary layer is assumed to be
present. The ratio Ap/ApidU, is lowered by anything which
retards effective expansion of the flow such as boundmy-
layer growth or separation..
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The flow was steady in the 120,21-inch cliffusm and
measurements were made with no difficulty. Slightly
troublesome total-pressure fluctuations wwro obsmved in the
120,10-inch difluser. In the 230,21-inch difhmr, total
pressures fluctuated so violently at the diffuser exit that
accurate surveys -were not possible; however, ~t the tailpipe
exit (2 diametem downstream of the diffuser exit) tho flow
was steady enough to permit surveys to be mah. Since
these flow instabilities in the 23° diffuser were caused by
separation of the boundary-layer flow from the diffumr
w-all, roughening the sinface was proposed in an attempt to
eliminate or retard this separation. This proposal was
based partly on the success of vortex genomtors in increasing
turbulent mixing and thereby retarding separation and
partly on the results presented in reference 6, which indicrdo
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that roughening of an airfoil surface in the region of an
nclverse pressure gradient sufficiently changed the turbulent
mixing process to produce the favorable result of reducing
the profile drag. Small cork particles, approximately 0.10
inch in diameter, were cemented uniformly over essentially
the entire surface (98 percent of the length) of the 23°
diffuser, The roughness produced stable flow and permitted
total-pressure measurements to be made at the diffuser exit.
These and other roughened difluser tests not pertinent to
this investigation are reported in detail in reference 6.
In all tests, discrepancies were found to exist between rnass-
flow values measured at the inlet and exit stations of &
conflgumtion. Discrepancies of this type have been ob-
tuined in several diffuser i.mwatigations and an analysis of
them based on certain hypotheses regarding the relation of
impact-tube readings to turbulence is published in reference
7. These discrepancies me shown for all three Wlusers in
figure 4 where the ratio of measured diilerence in ma.sa flow
Am=ma—m~ to measured inlet mass flow m, is plotted against
mean inlet Mach number. This ratio was positive (larger
measured mass flow at the exit) for all ccmiigurations except
for values of 6*JDt=0.0017 in the 120,21-inch difFuser, for
which the discrepancy was considered negligible except at
high Mach numbers. The negative points for this case are
within the limits of accuracy of these data. It seems logical
that turbulence is, in part, responsible for these discrepancies
because the effect of turbulent velocity fluctuations on a
total-pressure tube is to -produce a reading greater than +e
true value and also because the discrepancies were larger for
tho configurations with more unsteady flow. Owing to the
rmture of the inlet ducting arrangement it is assumed that
the effect of turbulence on the inlet measurements is neg-
ligible and that the inlet-mass-flow measurements are C&rect.
Therefore it is believed that the total-pressure-loss coeffi-
cients are low because turbulence generated in the diffuser
produces erroneous readings of the mean exit total pressure.
Similar errors in total-pressure measurements are presented
and discussed in reference 7.
PEEFOEMANCEPARAMETEIW
Total-pressure-loss coeffloient.-The total-pr~ure-loss
coefficient is plotted against mean inlet Mach number in fig-
ure 5 (a) for the two 12° diflusers and for the 230 diffuser
with roughness. The same pammeters are plotted in figure
.
Mean lnkt Mach number, @
FIGUEE4.—Varfation of the discrepancybetween inlet- and exit-mas-
flow measurementswith mean inlet Maoh number.
5 b) for the 23° *er-t@@e combination without mugh-
nesa for the thinner irdet boundary layer, and both with and
without roughness for the thicker inlet boundary layer
(6*,/D, =o.0095). The latter pair of curves shows that, for
the diffuser-tailpipe combination, roughening the walls had
little effect on the values of loss coe5cient. Therefore, it is
believed that values of loss coefficient for the roughened
diffuser closely approximate valuea for the smooth diiluser
which were not measured; consequently, in figure 5 (a) the
data for the roughened 23° diffuser are believed comparable
tith the data from the other dithers. Although figure 5 (a,)
shows that in the 12° diifusers the measured values of loss
coefhcient are the same for 6*JD1=0.0017 and 0.0039, the
systematic increase of Amjm with 6*JD, (fig. 4) indicates
that the true values of loss coefficient would also show a
systematic increase with ti*{/D~. Sinm the maximu thi&-
ness of the btmndary layer of the% tests is about 20 percent
of the maximum possible thiclmess (folly developed pipe
flow) and the range of loss coefficients obtained consequently
represents probably only a small part of the mtium range,
the conclusion is reached that the loss coefficient of diffusers
of the class investigated depends strongly 0? the relative
thickness of the inlet boundary layer.
The effect of increasing flow quantity (increasing Reynolds
and Mach number), as indicated by mutual consideration of
both figures 4 and 5, ranges from no net effect for the thin
boundary layer for the 120,21-inch diffuser to very strong
adverse effects for the thick boundary layer for the
120,10-inch diffuser and the 23° Mser. For the 23o *W,
the measured loss coefficient was increased approximately 50
percent by increasing the inlet Mach number from 0.30 to
0.55, and the corrected loss coefficients would show consid-
erably more increase.
-In an analysis of thwe results, a review of some of the
@own effects of the factors involved will be helpful. In-
creasing Reynolds number, as show-n in reference 8, has a
~detrimental effect on boundary-layer development, as has
increasing Mach number, which increasea the nondimensional
pressure gradient. Therefore, in the 23° diffuser, in which
the boundary layer develops rapidly because of the wide
diiluser angle, both the Reynolds number and Mach number
effects are large. Friction losses, however, decrease with
increasing Reynolds number, so that in the 12° diffusers, in
which friction constitutes a significant part of the losses, the
adverse effects of Reyholds and Mach number on boundary-
layer development and the favorable effect of Reynolds
number on friction losses produce only a small net effect
with increasing flow quantity (increasing Reynolds number
and Mach number). Furthermore, since these effects are
boundary-layer effects, in each diiluser the effects are stronger
where the boundary layer constitutes a larger portion of the
total flow.
The limiting inlet Mach number (choking Mach number)
waa reached inthe 12° diffusms for all inlet pipe lengths, and
the results indicate that the choking Mach number decreases
continuously with increasing boundary-layer thickness. The
data for the 23° diiluser do not extend to choking Mach num-
bers; however, the values probably would be approtiately
the same for this diffuser as for the 120,21-inch diffuser for
corresponding boundmy-layer thicknesses.
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I?or the 23° diffuser, the cuives of ~ plotted against ~~ in
figure5 (b) show appro.ximatelythe same effects of flowrateand
irdet-boundmy-layer thickness for measurements at the tail-
pipe exit IISwere noted for measurements at the diffuser exit.
Comparison with the Wluser-exit curve for the 230,21-inch
diffuser, which is plotted in figure 5 (b) as a reference,
shows that the loss coefficient at the end of the tailpipe was
about 15 percent higher than at the end of the difluser over,
the range of flows investigated; and, as was pointed out pre-
viously, roughming the walls of the diffuser had little effect
on ~H
?lCi“
DilTuser effectiveness,-The diiluser-effectiveness param-
eter Ap/AptiUl is plotted against mean inlet Mach number
for the two 12° diffusers and the 23° difh.ieer in figure 6. At
a given inlet Mach number, continuously decreasing @ec-
tivencm is obtained by increasing inlet-boundary-layer
thickness or difluser angle, which is in agreement @th trends
observed in the low-coefficient results. The data exhibit a
tondsmcy for the effectiveness to increase slightly as the
inlet Mach number is increased up to a value of about 0.4.
Increasing the Mach number beyond this point produces a
continuous loss in difTuser effectiveness The severity of
the depreciation increases systematically with increasing
boundary-layer thickness or diiluser-expansion angle, as
would be expected. The magnitudes of the effects are
roughly the same as the changes in loss coefficient.
STATIGPEtESSIJEEDISTRIBUTION
Distributions of pressure ratio p/HOthrough the difhmers
me plotted in figure 7. In each part of this iigure, distribu-
tions for the thinner inlet boundary layer are compared with
those for the thicker inlet boundary layer. The curves for
the thinner irdetiboundary-layer condition are determined
by actual data points, which have been omitted for clarity,
and curves for the thicker inlet-boundary-layer condition
which match the inlet static-pressure ratios of the thinner
inlet-boundary-layer curves were obtained by cross-plotting
and interpolating the original data. The general pattern is
the same for all remdts. A local acceleration of the flow, as
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indicated by~decreasing values of plEO, occurs ahead of and
in the region of the transition-section curvature. The peak
of this acceleration (minim urn pressure) occurs slightly
downstream of the midpoint of the transition arc and is
followed by a deceleration and corresponding rise in piHO as
the flow starts to expand in the d.iiluser. The severity of
pressure gradients in this transition section increases with
increasing inlet Wwh number and decreases with thickening
of the inlet boundary layer. The flow deceleration and rise
in plHO continues through the dMuser and, as shown in
figure 7 (c), into the tailpipe for the 23° diffuser. The effect
of the thicker inlet boundary layer in reducing the pressure
rise through the diifusers can be seen in each part of this
figure.
BOUNDARY-LAYER RESULTS
Boundary-layer charauteristios.-Boundary-layer velocity
distributions were measured at a number of stations and at
several values of inlet velocity in each diffuser. A large
number of these velocity distributions are given in table IL
. Values of boundary-layer thickness 6, displacement thick-
ness ~*, boundary-layer shape parameter 6*/0, and mo-
mentum thickness O were obtained from these and other
velocity distributions and are givep in table III.
As an aid in interpreting the boundary-layer results ob-
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tained in this investigation, the physical iuterprotdion of
turbulent separation is briefly reviewed. When a strwn
proceeds into a region of increasing static pressure, the force
due to the pressure gradient opposca the flow. Excess of
this opposing force over the shetir forces associated with
transverse gradients of longitudinal velocity is balanced by
reduction in momentum of the fluid. Equilibrium of forces
is achieved, therefore, by a retardation of the flow. When
the momentum of the fluid is insufficient to establish equi-
librium, separation results. Separated flow is usually quito
unstable, and the conditions are seldom, if ever, either
steady or uniformly distributed about the perimeter of won
the most nearly symmetrical channel so that no clearly
defined point of separation &sts but the sepamtion phenom-
ena extends instead over a zone.
Velocity proiilcs of a boundary layer subjected ta an
adverse pressure gradient are distorted by the locrd retarda-
tions and flow reversals which occur. Typical profiles of
u/D plotted against the distance from the wall y am shown
in iigure 8. I?rofile A is representative of a boundary-layer
flow at constant pressure. Profle B is an example of clearly
separated flow obtained in a region of adverse pressure
gradient. Profiles C and D are typical of those encounterocl
in regions of adverse pressure gradient in which actual
reversal has not yet been observed, at least at tha point on
the circumference at which the profle was measured. Tlm
appearance of either profle C or D suggests that separation
is imminent or has occurred elsewhere on the circumference,
As is shown subsequently, profile D, which is of particular
interest because of the appearance of o high velocity voly
olose to the -wall, may be obtained simultaneously with
profle C at the same longitudinal position in a symmetrical
diffuser but at a point somewhat removed circumferentirdly.
Precise d~termination of the point of initial separation of
flow in an adverse pre9sure gradient presents much difficulty
because of the appearance of asymmetry in the flow pattern,
Although observation of a proiile such as profde B clearly
establishes separation, failure to observe such a profile
cannot be takeD unreservedly as proof of the absenco of
separation but merely indicrka that separation 11as not
occurred at the point on the circumference at which the
measurements were made.
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Since the shrbpe of the velocity profile is indicative of the
condition of the boundary layer, the numerical value of the
shape parameter derived from the profle beam a definite
relationship to the approach of the separation point. It is
shown by Von Doenhoff and Tetervin (ref. 9) from two-
dimensional data that the shape of a large class of turbulent-
boundmy-layer profiles can be expressed, with fair accuracy,
M a function of a single parameter, the ratio of the boundary-
l~yer displacement thiclmws 6“ to the momentum thick-
ness 0. It is stated in reference 9 that separation was never
observed at a value of L$*/Oless than 1.8 and appears definitely
to h~ve occurred for shape-parameter values greater than
2.6. It is further explained that it is impossible to h these
values accurately because the turbulent separation point is
not clearly defined.
The 12°,10-inoh diffuser ,-Inlet-boundary-layer profiles in
the 120,10-inch diffuser for three di&ent values of p,/HO
are plotted nondimensionally in figure 9. This figure
reveals n striking difference in profile shape between the
boundary layer for 6*,/D~=O.0039 and that for 6*JDf=
0.0122. For 6*,/D~=o.0122, the proiile &ape’ is that of a
fully developed turbulent flow as illustrated in figuxe 8,
profile A. For 6*i/Dt=0.0039, however, the proiile has an
y/a
Lo
.5
u
3w
;.:;&
(a) “ /
o .5 1.0
(rL)&= O.96.
Wbil
o .5 1.0 0 .5/ Lo
Velocity mtio, u/U
(b) &= O.60. ‘(u) :=0.53.
I?mmm 9.—Comparison of nondimensional velocity profil= at
boundary-layer station 1 for 12°,104nch diffuser.
irregular shape more like proiiles C and D of figure 8 in
which veloci@- and momentum de.liciencies exist near the
wall. From the preceding discumion of boundary-layer
separation, it would be expected that this thinner boundary -
layer will separate much more easily than the thicker one.
The reason for the existence of this profile is not known,
although it is believed to be associated with incomplete
transition from laminar tQ turbulent flow. No attempt to
correct the situation was made since this irregularity was
not discovered until the test program had been completed.
The growth and behavior of the boundary layer in the
120,10-in& diffuser is illustrated in figure 10, where 6, 6*, 0,
and 6*/8 are plotted against z for both 6*~Df=0.0039 and
6*</D+=0.0122. For 6*@+=0.0122, the growth of all the
parameters is smoothly and continuously dependent upon
distance downstream and pi/HOexcept that the shape-factor
growth increases in -the strong adverse pressure gradient at
the diffuser inlet. There is a small region of seprmdion near
the inlet at low valuea of pJHO (high inlet velocities) and
another at station 7 at the extreme high value of p+/HO
(extreme low inlet velocity). For ti*f/D,=0.0039, the eilect
of the poor inlet-boundary-layer shape overshadows the
effect of inlet-boundary-layer thiclmess. The general effects
of p,/Ho and z are the same w for 6*~Df=0.0122, but they
are considerably accentuated by the initial boundary-layer
distortion. At low velocities, the boundary layer does not
separate except near the exit, but at high velocities (pi/HoS
0.63) the boundary layer separates at the inlet and, except
for a small region of re-attadunent when p,/HO=O.63,
remains separated &o@ most of the diffuser. Separated
flow does not necessarily”lead to high diffuser losses, but it
does directly ailect the significant qmnsion of the flow,
th~eby affecting the stati~pressure recovery. A re-exami-
nation of figure 6 shows that a considerable decrease in
Ap/Ap f~mlaccompanies the rapid growth of 3* and increase of
separation with increasing inlet Mach number.
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Boundcrry-layer survey stations
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The 120,21-inch d.ii7user.-hle&boundary-layer profdes
for the 120,21-inch diffuser were of the normal turbu.lenk
flow type for both ~*,/D,=o.0017 and 6*JD,=0.0095. The
parameters 6, 8*, 0, and 6*I9 are plotted against x for this
diffuser in figure 11. I?or both inlet-boundary-layer condi-
tions, boundary-layer growth proceeds in an orderly fashion
through the difluser with no evidence of separation in the
plane of these measurements. Bouudarylaye.r iibicJuwsM
increase with increasing distance downstream and. with
increasing inlet velocity. The shape factor for 6*JD,=
0.0017 is untiected by inlet veloci~ and increases only
slightly with distance. This result is obtained also at low
inlet velocities for 6*JD~=0.0095, but in this we the rate of
growth of shape factor incre=es with increasing inlet veloci~.
Boundary-layer proiiles, measured at points 120° apart
around the diffum-exit periphery at tie highest inlet
veloci@, are show-n in figure 12 for 6*~D~=0.0017 and in
figure 13 for 6*,/D,= O.0095. For 8*,/D, =o.0017, the flow
is uniformly distributed over the diffuser surface, but for
6*JD~=0.0095, attached flow was observed at two points
and separated flow at the tid. The absmce of separation
in figure 11, therefore, does not neccswily mean that there
was no separation outside the plane of measurement. The
data indicate, however, that separation w= probably con-
iined to small regions near the dMumr exit.
The 230,21-inch diffuser,-lilet-velocity proiiles for the
230,21-inch diffuser were the same as those for the 120,21-in&
diffuser. Boundary-layer parameters 6, 8*, o and 6*/o for
this diffuser are plotted against z in figure 14. The peculiar
increase and then decrease of ,boundary-layer thickness at
the higher inlet velocities (lower -pdHJ for 6“JD,=0.0017
probably is caused by separation occurring outside them eas-
uring plane in such a way as to permit the boundary layer
along the measuring plane to re-estiblish itself. For 6*i/Dt=
0.0095, the boundmy-layer parameters indicate that separa-
tion is extensive downstream of station 3. In the 12°
diffuse~, the incrwses in boundary-layer thickness -were not
sufficient to ch~~e the flow pattern considerably, but, for
Velccity rutio, u/U
FIWJIUI 12.—Boundary-layer profik 120° apart at the exit of the
~J=o.oo17; %=0.54.
120’21-hch ‘Wer” Di o
cOMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
FImRE 13.—Boundary-layer profiles 120° apart at the exit of tho
~f=o.oo96; #=o.65.120’21-~ch‘mm. Di 0
this 23° dMuaer, the increase in boundary-layer thickness
low have a marked effect on boundary-layer action.
Proi31es from points 120° apart around the diffuser-mit
periph~ are plotted in figure 15 for c$*JDt=O.0017and in
Egure 16 for 6“JD,=0.0095. The9e proiiles show consiclor-
Bble asymmetry about the diifuser center line. For 6*i/Di=
D.0017,one proiile shows unmistakable separation, whereas
the other two indicate that separation is imminent, especially
Et the higher inlet veloci~. For 0*~/D~=o.0096, the situa-
tion is -worse @h two clearly sepmated profiles and one
Bttached. In figure 17 are plotted profiles which were meas-
ured at the same points at two different timca. These profiles
were taken at stations 2 and 5 for 6*i/Di=o.0096. They
how that, at station 2, both separated and unseparated flow
profles weire observed at different times.. The nature of
separated flow- in large-angle conical diffusers, therefore,
appears to be asymmetric, unstable, and unpredictable.
The effectiveness of roughnms in stabilizing the flow of tho
23° difluser is shown in figure 18. These typical exit-velocity
proiiles are shown for varying amounts of diffuser surface
roughened, as indicated. The pressure measurements from
which these velocities were c.omputid were extremely steady.
Observation of the flow by means of tufts attrmhed to tlm
wall did not reveal any regions of separated flow.
CONCLUSIONS
From the data obtained for values of inlet-boundary-layer
displacement thitims ranging from very small values up to
about 20 percent of the mtium possible value (fully
developed pipe flow) in 12° and 23° conical diffusers hm-ing
ratios of exit area to inlet area of 2.0, the following conclu-
sions are drawn:
1. The performance iu terms of tOtal-premur&loss coeffi-
cient and diffuser effectiveness was strongly dependent on
inlet-boundary-layer thickn- and difTuser expa&ion rmglo.
Systematic depreciation in performance was obtained with
increasing values of these variablea.
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Vebcity rotb, u/u
FmumI 15.—Boundaqy-layer profik 120° apart at the exit of tho
280,21-inch diffuser for ~=0.0017.
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FImJEE lt3.-Boundary-layer profik 120” apart at
230,21-inch diffuser for ~=0.0095.
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2. The adverse effects of increasing flow rate (increasing
“det Mach rmd Reynolds numbers) upon performance
ranged from no effect for the thinnest inlet-boundary-layer
condition to very strong effeci% for the thickest inlet-
boundary-lnyer condition. The severity of the9e effects
also incressed progressively with increasing difhser angles.
3. The existence of n distorted irdet-boundsxy-layer-proiile
shpe for the thinner inlet boundary layer of the 120,10-inch
difiser resulted in some flow sepmation ati nearly W inlet
Mach numbers. This unusual flow pattern obscured the
effects of inlet-bound,ary-layer thiclmess in that diffuser.
In the 120,21-inch diffuser, only a small region of separated
flow was observed at the highest inlet Mach number.
4. In the 23°,21-iDCh diffuser, the flow was separated over
the major portion of the diffuser for all Mach numbers and
was so unsteady that reliable transverse pressure surveys
could not be made near the diffuser exit. When the difYuser
surface was uniformly roughened by applying O.lO-inch-
diameter particles of cork, the flow wcs made steady through-
out the flow range investigated. This roughness did not
signiiicdntly affect the performance.
5. Observations rut different points around the diffuser
peripheries reverded that the separated flow pattern was not
symmetricrd about the center line, and furthermore, that the
regions of separated flow shifted with time.
LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMIT-TEE FOR
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., November 16,
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TABLE 11.—BOUNDARY-LAYER VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS-Continued
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TABLE IL—BOUNDARY-LAYER VELOCITY DE3TfiBUTIONS-Continued
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.977
:K!
1. cm i%?
..---
-----
area
.s7s
.SE3
.978
.Sm
iE
-----
am
.&!
.m
.ml
.923
.070
1:%
Swon 3 Station 3
asm I am
~,
pdHou a QJ2
arm -----
.&m am
.10 .437
.m .496
.m
:%!
k% . S46
&oo .2M
4.W
&lm iE
ass4
— .
axw
:%
.m
.Kt5
.fw
.Sw
k:
aw.i
a 470
-----
.5)7
.673
.7%3
.W3
il%
LIXII
0.654
0. !212
.m
.268
:3%
.s97
.896
.M7
.W6
.W4
adn
aw a U7
. . . . . .m
.40-5 .32$
.464 .m
.Lw
:E mJ
.960
.s3s .’X-7
1: WI i%
aazd
.a50
.10
.X)
i%
;:
4.03
a m
.23s
:%
.3W
.1337
.W
.Q96
1: WI
-----
am
-----
.3s2
.519
:R
.%7’
.W6
--.--
.m
.bm
.736
.W4
.s9.5
i=
( I I I I
. Station 4
StOtLm4
PdHo= la9611aw laosllaewla630
PL!HO=
aox
.050
.10
.m
.50
M
am
&oo
7. w
aw I 0.s20I 0.ss9 I am 10.630
a3i6
.455
.s23
.sw
.m
.915
.@m
i%%
LIIXI
am
.3%3
.415
:E
.in
.fal
. m
i%
a 313
.----
0. m
.340
:%
.076
.s92
.W3
i%!
0.254 ag
.247
.2%4
m
.W5
.037
1: f%
0: ;OJ
.173
.!ms
:%
. m
.923
. m’s
.s96
a 180
.189
:Z
.&m
.429
. 76s
.6-22
.6WI
.Wo
-----
.445
.Q3
.0?3
.E30
.m
.034
%
---—
.345
.WJ
.474
.s9s
.$32
.%7
iE
-----
:%!
.442
.OzJ
.397
. w
1: E
. I
station a
Sk3tkm 6
amgdHa-
aa26
.Oxl
.10
.Z1
.K1
i%
303
4CU
S.ca
&al
aw am ae.36 am
o.s621a8221 a0881ab46/as33
a m
.1s7
.276
.231
.5s3
.790
.W7
:E
i%!
0.684
. . ..-
.025
-----
.iw
.7E3
.915
.m
.Sfo
i%
a473
-----
.510
-----
.5s3
.7U2
.873
.93’7
.SEs
i~
-----
-.---
a4d2
.480
.516
.Wz
.7E3
.037
.%0
i%%
acm
.m
.10
..2)
1:%
2al
4.IM
M
station 6 Statbn 6
0. C31
a 117
. IEd3
. lKI
.194
.217
.m
.417
.m
.Wa
1:E
pdHo=.aw am ams ams a 962
-----
0.227
.257
.300
: F3
.047
.810
.W7
i%
0.811 aew abm
a406
.....
.423
.447
.4s5
.547
. no
.849
.942
.m
.W.s
i=
am
--.=
—.—
.403
.427
.485
.027
.770
.m
.94s
.W3
iE
am
:!$’
.m
.50
k%
3. m
-M
9. IM
-----
a us
. lm
.Zm
.376
.ma
.700
.fal
.ss7
.Ws
.959
.w
L~
..----
-----
... ..
.....
.....
0. m7
..2WI
%
i~
-----
am
.310
.325
.537
.@o
.s28
.Lm
i=
w
LCIXI
-----
a m
. ml
.279
.437
.W
.s5
.923
.’W5
.$73
.W
i:
.
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TABLE 11.—BOUNDARY-LAYER vELOCITY DISTRTBUTION&&mcluded
(e) 23”, 21-inch DIUuseG J“JDFO.(B317 (f) W, 21-Inob D~G J“i/D{-O.CU93.
#, an. UI u
1
j’, an. I U/u
Stntlon 1
nStatien1O-ES3 0.777 O.m 0.IR2.—0.747 a 7@l a74s 0.7W.m .8M ;g .7WA.Em ;~ .$ES.s30 .W .!m.Si2 .!%7 .Wsi~iE i%i LW il%Pi.lHo~ \aS4810.6721&8121aR3 amam.8W.’m.834.Waa 0.961:CrJa am O.na 0.613 a726.840 ;= .Sm .ss6.W1:: .973 .W3.Us7 .Wa3 .Wa2 .W2.40 .896 .037:E .??!i% L@M L~ iE il% 0.10.m..91.sll::4.W O.na.776..W.W41.SiQi%.....LC03
Station 2 Stntien 2
I
PdHOU I a 916 a784
o. m
.850
.935
0.740
a .531
.747
:E%
.970
. %s1
;g
Lixm
0.644
0.219
..510
.736
:E
.972
;g
LCW
am
o
.Zm
.627
.740
.952
.975
.fm
.997
LIMO
0.10 a 462 a 467 a430 am cLm2
.m .&a . m .ss3 .630 .4SI
.770 . 7ea .7M
:%
. 7#3 .697
.Sn
.042
.Ea6 .846
:E :%’ .s44 .052
i%’
4.Ml i~ ig i~ i% ig
.M8
.UK1
.W2
i%
1.CQl
pdHo- aws 0.676
.— —
O.w O.w
;;7; .m
.W3
.991 .949
.W
.Ct&9 :E
.W6
i%!
LWI ?E
0.746 ao43 O.em
0.10
.K1
.93
k%’
am
a.cn
am
am
.518
.746
.676
.W13
1:Rl
LCUl
am
.481
.ml
.8M
.Sm
.974
i~
o. 1C8
:E
.792
.8s9
.Sio
1:E
a 117
.26$ [
.E37 -
.71Q
f%
iE
0.W3
.721
. E31
.910
.034
. 9m
.%97
iE
a 319
.4567
. al
.m
.Sm
.W3
:K?
L~
a&l
.E32
.5%9
.m
.am
.Uso
i% Station 4
PJHOU
1I ‘M1 I 0= I ‘m I ‘no I ‘mstation 4
p~rro- 14*1.4.S a 10.m
i%
:%
4.lm
elm
.....
.....
a 317
..337
.766
.’m
.Q30
.%32
am
.173
.233
.3s0
.703
.&M
il%
-----
0
. Ml
.ZK1
.em
.s91
i%
o
.110
. ml
.313
.653
. 8s7.
iE
-----
-----
0
:% 1
.841
i~
a 10 0. WI a397 am a2i7 am
.618 .em .4JM .883 .292
i% .6%0 .Esll .702 .576 .446
. W7 .962 .816 .776 .623
2: .W .S32 .8s4 .8S3 .Em3
km .943 .Qs2 .96s
4.@l i~ i%l
&lKl LW 1.am i% ig i% Station 6
pdROn 0.95s 0K?6 o.71m O.no O.ml
—— . — . . _
a 10 ----- ----- . ..-. 0 -----
.21 ----- 0 0 . Km -----
.Wlu .126 ----- ,
i~ ii---- :Hl .167 .lm o
.440 .412
;M
.447 .333 :
.ea2 :E .m .6W .627
4m .842 .s35 .846 .816 .823 ‘
M i% i% iE iE iE .
Statlan 5
a 7fa
a 518
.m
.841
.’M3
.s34
i%
L~
a 613PJIIOE
0.10
.60
M
2(M
&m
4.a3
e.m
aw
.—
a M
.W1
awl
.s3
.9!47
.ml
i%
aw
a 210
.304
.632
.827
.s22
.076
iE
a4m
.692
.764
.917
.W4
.W
i%
a457
.6M
.627
.7W
.!XO
.m
i%l
l Station 6
1O.ew !-----o’.3s3.630.913L~8tdm 6 0.919-----0. 3a2.&m.910.9s9 a= 0.716a7m a 647 af-w0.116.118. l&l.416. no.s44
.B33
:E
o -----
.182 0
.471 .4s7
.em .669
.S30
.W3 i=
o
.110
.443
. no
ig
alo
.Ed
76
;% .
3.@l
&m
7. m
&al
.....
-----
0
.919
.703
.933
.976
. . . . .
. w
.....
.....
0
.260
.Wa
.870
.Q71
. . . . .
.Cm
-----
.....
.....
.010
.421
.@fl
.Seu
.933
.9s3
,
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TABLE 111.-BOUNDARY-LAYER RESULTS
(s r7,1&IIIdI DMWG a*JDi=o_aQ6.
PdHo Iala*l@la*’e
a 14
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.15
.16
Station I
0.023
.m . i%
.026 L24
.Cr26 L23
.026 L36
.mo L37
L42
:E L61
.m 1.49
.027 L 51
.023 L&5
.Om L66
.02s L68
.CQ8
.m k:
awl
.m
.s23
.340
.787
.m
.073
.627
.6s0
.6ss
.629
.529
.’332
:% ,
Statbn 1
0.034
.0s3
.ms
.Cm
.m
.041
.042
.043
.046
. CU6
.045
:E
.02s
.025
Slatlnn 3
am
. NM
. lM
.112
.118
. 1.?3
.166
.136
.213
.m
.237
..ml
.m
.222
.073
Statbn 4
: g;
.Im
.Cn32
.Cm
:E
.070
.071
.043
.079
.Cra4
.CE3
.Ws
.044
.
Pi/Ho 8 a* o i“jo
Stauon s
an 0.261
.76 .!292
.78 .317
:Z :%
.91 .418
LW .472
L12 .5s5
L 24 .522
L72 .637
213 .f!m
216
221 :%
212 . S97
LW .974
StatIon 6
Stnthm 7
am
.!@
.267
%J
.W
.2%7
.!m
:Z
.460
.436
.626
. Em
.616
.484
4.21
3<30
a24
266
M
?Z
3.69
3,s4
4.13
4.47
l
.
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TABLE 111.-BOUNDARY-LAYER RESULTS-Continued
(b)WJO-InchDlilmw~“@,-O.01%2
0.63
.m
.70
.71
.70
.69
.E?a
.67
.@
.60
.65
.ta
.69
.62
.fK1
Math 2
StatIon1
0. m
.Om
.W7
.101
.097
.6%3
.W3
.m
.101
. Im
.007
.m7
.698
.0E3
.W%
o. 6Q1 o. n
. S76 .n
. S46 .76
.Q19 .76
.869 .76
.fw .75
.773 .73
. 7m .75
.723 .76
.617 .n
.Om .n
.616 .64
.m7 .m
.m .64
.m .@
.607 .fm
StatIon 3
0.692
.074
,043
.910
.Sm
.810
.7m
.766
.724
.614
.6m
.617
.m7
.Im7
.f#a
.6C%
L m
1.02
L@5
L06
1. m
L133
L03
L 02
L 62
1.06
1.03
LIM
L 10
Lo-t
.&a
.69
a..
.253
.276
.267
.272
.X14
.292
.m4
.342
.36s
.417
.448
.426
.344
.m
StatIon 4
L 01
Lm
1.27
L26
L20
L 26
1. xl
1. WI
L 24
L=
1.37
1.44
L43
LU
1.25
1. m
0.442
.W3
.3s3
.366
. Em
.402
.407
.418
.412
. ml
.62a
.679
.C@6
.&m
.623
.662
a 104
. lo-t
.113
.112
.107
.107
.106
.107
.114
.114
. las
.6%3
.am
.as6
.C@9
.Cs6
0.159
.Zm
.232
.2?2!2
.216
.ZM
.231
.232
.223
.!M1
.247
.m
.266
.X9
.210
.Z12
1.21
LB
L24
L 21
L23 .
L26
L 21
L 21
1.22
1. w
L 31
L%
L32
L26
L 27
LB
L 27
LZ3
LKI
1.23
LS2
L33
L=
w
L%
L 21
L 22
1. xl
1.27
L 15
L 69
L E-9
LfJ3
1.64
L64
1. E3
L76
Lm
L78
::
240
277
3.07
‘A97
1. a
2.Ea
L 71
1.64
L64
L 67
1.76
L 77
Lm
1.81
Las
211
2.32
249
272
2.m
2%3
Pi/Ho a a“ 8 a*jo
StdOn 5
0.691 0.782 0. ‘m X&
.073 ;E .m .314 202
.s45 L&9 .W3 . 3U Lk3
.910 1.63 .602 .310
.86s 1.66 .m .m k:
.&xl L67 .623 .314 2ca
.7m .649 .813 207
.740 :8 .641 .316 204
.7’28 L&I . e-t7 .316 2a3
.620 L 5s .m .346
.637 L S7 .822 A&S ;E
.612 264 .910 263
.m7 .m6 .3$2 237
.Wd :: .s70 .325 2E4
.m’a 1.97 .%53 .m2 2m
St.atlOn 6
am LfF2 asm am %01
.874 2MI .870 .m6 2%
.943 Lot .%s .m 221
.910 2(DI .&m .mo 222
.8-57 203 .EM .3s 231
.m7 210 .s22 .400 231
.m .910 .391 223
. 7m :!! .Sil .402 2?4
. ns 210 .4CC3 2s3
.62a 224 1: E .419 2s
.6t4 2.%3 LEZI . 4ss 233
.516 244 L 134 .476 2W
.607 2E.9 L 191 .474 261
.mo 267 L231 .m 264
.6wa 2eJ L2W .4m 269
StatIon 7
atw 237 1.323 a% 4.67
. S74 am 1. m 3.6t
.943 232 1. a31 .425 264
.m 240 L 109 .440 252
.Sm 241 L 131 .447 263
.m7 . 240 L 142 .463 262
.778 243 L 1E3 .463 262
. 7M 243 1.1% .4M ;:
.721 244 1. lW .4.53
.620 1.328 .455 2E3
.646 , :!! 1.X4 . 4c@ 26s
.518 269 LWI .m 271
. m? 2W 1. 2%2 .620 247
.E69 2E3 1. Ml .621 281
.607 2)3s L4M .610 28E
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TABLE III.-BOUNDARY-LAYER RESULTi3-Continuecl
(c) lP,21-Inch Dlfhmx FJDFo.0317
PdHo
I
a
I
F
I
8
I
8=[0
(d) lY#-In@h Dlffnwc J“{/DJ-O.6396
PdHO a
I
a* .
I
e Me (
StatIon 1 Stahl 1 I
0.14
.16
.18
:8
.15
. H
.15
.14
. lb
.09
0.027
.032
.038
.024
+%
.Om
.036
.623
.031
.017
1.31
1. B
1.21
l.%
LZ4
l%
1.40
1.24
1.37
L 21
0.93
.91
.95
:%
::
.83
%
also
.184
.173
. le.5
. le8
. 1s4
.Im
. lm
.148
.148
1,2$
::%
1. n
1.27
1.24
1.28
1.31
1.23
L 34
I
1’
a
.
1
Stntlml 2
StntlOn 2
0.652
.916 ;E
.8s4 “ L 46
.Sm 1.36
.7s5 L%
.728
.534 ;::
.nm 1.47
1.42
:% L m
0: f:
.!m
.216
.215
.222
.226
.X5
. 2s1
.207
,.
I
I
0.’237 a=
.42
:Hf .32
.sm .34
.827 .33
.731 .3s
.713
.047 %
;g .40
.m
.’540 ..59
0.046 am 1.22
.m .m 1.49
.0s9 .0s7 1. a
. ml .M L52
. Cm . Ml L 49
. 1s5 .Cm
.102 .074 R
.m .Cm
.125 .062 kg
.sm .227 L 41
.3W .238 L 47
Statlan 3
I— ,
0.634
.m
.652
. b72
.s78
:%
.W4
.832
.870
.8W
0.366
.330
.384
.367
.362
.3s7
:%?!
. 43a
.443
.436
a837
.Ss4
.916
:E
.773
.72s
.m
.034
:E
.m
0:;
.71
.es
:%
.74
.82
.80
1%
LES
a m an
.172 .115
.m3 . Ha
.181 .119
.104 . m4
.131
% .131
.226 .164
.2.55 .107
.Zm
.4m :%
.032 .m Statlm 4
. ‘
I
I
1
1
8t8t!m 4 0:::
.622
.611
.621
.a64
.001
.m
.016
. em
.m3
~9&
.910
.873
.iw
.743
.6s4
.031
.567
.Sm
.Ea
1.42 0.32s
L 16
L2i :%
.3Z3
% .333
.40
H .42%
LS2 .446
1.76 .s23
26s .732
212 .740
a221
.!W.
.191
. 21S
. 2L2
.283
:x
:%
.413
L42
L 49
L 47
1.51
L4S
L58
L53
L67
i%
L79 station 5
Station 6 3.65
3.77
;E
3.07
4.05
4.16
4.10
4.36
4.25
4.W
1.74
214
1.76
i%
::
2.10
2.62
2.02
am
.s48
:%%
.&m
.m
.091
.65.5
.m
.sn
.b37
L82
L 76
Zua
1.74
1.76
i:
276
270
acn
3.33
U& 1.32
1.81
.313 LB
.m Lm
.3as
.3’53 t%
.407 L53
.443 L32
L43
:= L 49
.EB7 L&5
.
StatIon 6
4.48
b. 13
ha)
4.07
N
45.7U
7.10
La
6.s5
O.ml
LOW
1.900
2016
H%
2.372
2776
3. 4s2
2576
2eut
2eJ34
Statkm 6
I
asm
.m
.911
.ms .
a 848
.646
. S49
.914
L C46
L ml
iE
L(BO
L lCQ
1.044
am Lm
.Om LOO
.b34 L03
.W 1.60
.W 1.69
1.04
:E L62
L 76
:E LES
.7W L 61
.642 LF4
.s77 L70
.W3 L70
o. S37
. S49
.912
.S71
.&m
.70s
:E
.05s
.5s9
.6b4
.534
. 52s
L054
.s48
.%U
1.149
L 312
H%
LI?84
L 333
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TABLE 111.—BOUNDARY-LAYER RESULTS-Concluded
(e) ~pl-heh Dlfhseq JPLIDFO.CK117
IUIHO a a* e
I
PIO
(f) 23”)!21-heh DIffnwG Fi/DFO.IXIQ5
ml= I 6 I a* o I P/a
Statbn 1Station 1
0.949 0.19 am am 1.28
.m .17 .636 .Cl?J3 Lm
. 8K4 .19 .a35 .023 L24
.733 .17 .032 .025 L27
.538 .14 .m .021 L34
0.051
.=
.s33
.m
L 06 am
.179
NJ . K@
.158
;$J .149
.151
: ;OJ
.159
.lz
.116
. us
L22
LB
L25
L%
LX!
LB
.Tzil
.m
Station 2
StatIon2
a 916 an
.s23 .34
.784 .U
.740 .49
ail .&
.844 .80
.W .@)
.604 .69
acm
.m
.117
.179
.123
.!EZ3
.m
.ZM
acb%9
.107
.Cwl
.111
.Q35
.142
. ml
. 1%5
L M a 2s1 CL!239 L 42
L56 .377 .272 L3S
1.46 .W .276
L43 .m .277 :H
LB .432 .m L4E
L 46 .472 .292 L 61
I I I
6taUon3
Station 3
CL437
.4s
.=
.475
. 4W
.467
L 75
1.73
1.87
L&3
; E-
0.s64
.W
.s34
262
!L46
242
244?
0. 95s cl 76 am o. XII L67
. W6 .349 .210 LCk3
.E#l i% .373 .244 L53
.746 L 12 .442 .2M L66
.T27 LM .481 .315 L53
.043 LSS ..%3 .377
.m LC4 .7TJ .%Q ifi
.ml
.7US
.623
244
265
St8Uen 4
Station 4
am
I
0.333
.E2e .346
0.m 4s3 L 424 CLw 2!M
.SB 4_m L 47T .6W 243
.627 3.67 L641 .Om 230
.m KS2 ;% .809 ’278
. n9 a97 .706 241
.632 4.25 L W9 .616 3.17
*
a g5
.W
.741
. Z4t
.647
.Wt
L87
L52
L 43
L83
L 49
L8Z
209
.471 . wi
.975 .522
i% %
L3%I .@so
I 1.1 I
StatLen 5
Station 6 0.K3 6.75 2mo 6.789 &m
.877 6.43 2s8 .Zw 30-4
.825 5.43 23K4 .917 2h9
. 7!3) h 10 2512 .823 3.05
. nl ha) 24CQ .ela
.831 k 76 2.923 .874 ::
CLQJf 223 O.&w a434 203
262 .935 . 4n LW
.m 2e3 .240 .522 L80
.766 .344 L 47
.744 &# i~ .601 L&3
.649 L77 . ME .4W L 51
.613 2Ml .801 .5U L56
a 919
.349
.757
.716
.662
4.61
Z82
4.34
403
459
8tatfen 6
L 746 0.649
1.7T3 .551
1.813 .7C0
2037 .73J
.778
:% .848
1.917
ig
:E l_3z3
L784 .7’21
CL@&
.623
.EM
.892
.8M
.7.53
.73E
I
.047
.004
3.73
3.70
Xfm
3-53
3.46
5Kl
&a?!
7. w
s.m
3.85
2ea
3.13
2Ea
272
239
261
216
283
22a
248
I I I !
.

